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Remember when I told all the veterans that they weren’t really discharged from the 
military until they gave notice to their branch commander of their return to civilian life 
and birthright political status?  And if they were officers, resigned their commissions? 

Everyone thought I was crazy? 

Go to “RobbbRyder’s” YouTube channel and watch: “Uncle Sam Ain’t Released Me Yet
(U.S. Army).

I am not sure if Robb understands the meaning of the various names and the name 
games the Rats are playing, but he is catching onto the worst and most obvious parts of 
the fraud perpetuated against people in the military.

As Robb points out there are only two ways to enter the military — by enlistment or 
induction. (Look those two words up.) —-but from the very first these miscreants are 
playing word games and setting up their victims. 

When you sign up the DD 4 says you are joining the “ARMED FORCES OF THE 
UNITED STATES”—- this means that you are signing up to work for a foreign 
Municipal CORPORATION and therefore agreeing to act as a MERCENARY.   About 
the cheapest mercenary soldier on Earth, too, though these Vermin don’t disclose that, 
either.

When it comes time to be discharged, however, the paperwork says you are being 
discharged from the “Armed Forces of the United States of America / United States 
Army”.  

See the fraud? 

http://www.paulstramer.net/2022/09/god-bless-robb-ryder-again.html
https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/a/AVvXsEhfjCw1R6_sWcIG9SUI9a92qZK9nhSvG7sv0XCSKwIlJbay_FNDG_4ntRg1Jl_bxiJ28ZH1Un274cbc25SauXb39rdvKJSwwANdbWoSsFDFdPwOQHioyVU6TxaD3y-eBiF8lv4VZ6O3--zWvPPkPQ3pwmhcGB4QdxOpEdfMmFue0yJyGJcZHVBeKxHv


They signed you up to serve a foreign Municipal CORPORATION as a Merc, but they 
are purportedly discharging you from some other Service entirely.  It gets worse. 

The Government Printing Office defines “U.S. Army” as the “Army of the United 
States” and so far as Robb or I can determine the words “United States Army” or 
“UNITED STATES ARMY” do not appear anywhere in the Government Style Manual. 

Say what? What’s going on here?  Fraud. Malfeasance. Kidnapping. Trafficking. And 
worse.  Right under our noses. 

Robb’s report only details the situation for the Army, but the same applies to all the other
branches.  Everyone has been defrauded and misused in the same or similar ways. And 
everyone who has ever been in the military and been “discharged” from the service 
needs to follow up by sending formal written Notice to their branch Commander, 
severing all service related obligations and explicitly telling him/her that you have 
returned to civilian life and to your birthright political status. 

Send this Letter of Severance by either Registered Mail or Express Mail with Return 
Receipt (Green Card) requested. 

So what really happened here? You unwittingly signed up to serve as a cheap mercenary 
working for a foreign commercial CORPORATION.  And you were given “discharge 
papers” from a completely different Service, or Services, that don’t appear to exist. 

In this “discharge process”, however, you were given a “DISCHARGE CERTIFICATE” 
with YOUR NAME in some form printed on it. 

Where have we seen this word, “certificate” before and what is a “certificate” — like a 
“clearinghouse certificate” or a “birth certificate” or “warehouse certificate”? 

A certificate is a written assurance that a specific event occurred or that a certain action 
has been taken or a specific obligation has been met or a certain transfer has occurred. 

The DISCHARGE CERTIFICATE assures the British Territorial United States 
Government that the MERCENARY they hired to do their work for them completed the 
stipulated tour of duty and performed adequately. 

The rest of the bogus paperwork is proof that these Territorial Miscreants released the 
MERCENARY from obligation to further serve in the imaginary Territorial Services that
they were supposed to provide—- but didn’t, except for hiring Municipal 
MERCENARIES to take their place and “represent” them.



Nice, huh? 

The Armed Forces of the United States of America / United States Army exist only as a 
bunch of bureaucrats operating foreign British Territorial British Crown Corporations 
under those names.  They contract with the Municipal United States to do all their work 
for them at your expense. They conscript your sons and daughters under false pretenses 
and use them to fight wars for profit benefiting themselves and their financial interests. 

They use your country as their pirate base. They use you and your credit and your assets 
as collateral to pay their expenses and salaries to perpetuate all this. 

And when things get too hot for them, they declare the bankruptcy of the “Armed Forces
of the United States of America” —Incorporated,  and the “United States Army” —
Incorporated—-and leave you holding the bag for all the debts these Vermin charged 
against your Good Name and Estate.

If you aren’t hopping mad and highly motivated to correct this situation, you certainly 
should be.  

Send your Letters of Severance and then give them —via THEIR “Representatives” in 
the U.S. Congress your opinion of their actions and their mistreatment of your Good 
Faith and their non-disclosure and their fiscal malfeasance and their evasion of their 
constitutional obligations and their gross misrepresentation of you (or your son or 
daughter) as a foreign commercial MERCENARY. 

They have cause to know that you all signed up thinking that you were signing up to be 
members of our honorable soldiery, and were deliberately misled to sign up to serve in a 
completely different capacity. 

They and everyone else who has condoned and allowed and benefitted from this 
“system” of things needs to have their asses kicked.  

And as far as your service “benefits” are concerned— they are all earned benefits owed 
to you under contract by these same bankrupt corporations and the Principals 
responsible for them. 

They are the debtors, you are the creditors. They used your assets to create the credit 
they have glutted on, and you own not only the assets. You own all the credit, too. 

They forced you, unknowingly, into the status of a foreign MERCENARY so that these 
hypocrites could come back and claim that you were at fault, that you were a privateer, 



that you willingly and knowingly conducted and participated in war for profit and that 
you are, therefore, an international criminal. 

Based on all this phony baloney, they maintain the right to shoot you on sight. 

They continue to pretend that you are part of an illegal foreign mercenary force and an 
Enemy Combatant. 

They conveniently forget that they are the ones who duped you into signing deliberately 
deceptive enlistment paperwork. They are also the ones hiring and misdirecting the 
resulting illegal MERCENARY forces. 

They are the criminals, not you. 

So— if you didn’t believe me, hear it —in detail— from Robb Ryder.  

----------------------------
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